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This little 2004 Citroen C3 SX 1.4 just about

made it along to our doors under its own

steam. It was running on three cylinders and the

Check Engine light glowing brightly indicating a

fault. Reading off the codes, we discovered that

the misfire was on cylinder four and

the source of the problem was down

to the injector.

Citroen likes to confuse

matters. On this engine, number

four cylinder is actually at the timing

belt end.

When we began to remove

the faulty injector, we discovered

that the misfire was not due purely

to the internal components of the

injector, but was due to a badly

corroded terminal on the injector

plug. It soon became clear that the

failure had been caused by the

washer jet leaking and dripping the

highly corrosive washer fluid down

onto the terminals.

This is a common

occurrence on this vehicle, and it is

advisable to replace the dribbling

washer jet and check the pipe

connection to prevent a

reoccurrence of the problem. 

Once the injector and the washer jet were

replaced, the fault codes were cleared and the C3

now running on four cylinders, was returned to

its waiting owner.

Having only

owned this

2010 Ford Transit

Connect for around

three months, the

owner had noticed a

smell of diesel when

topping up the tank.

He had never

actually filled the

tank up to the top

and had not given

the diesel smell too

much thought, thinking it was just the residue on

his hands that was hanging around.

As he was about to cover quite a few miles

over the next few days, he decided to fill the tank

up to the brim. As the fuel came close to filling up

the tank, he was aware of a stronger than usual

diesel smell. A quick glance towards his feet

showed that the tank was now leaking fuel. He

immediately stopped filling the tank and travelled

to our workshop to ask for advice.

Once we had the van in the workshop, and

up on the ramp, we could see that the fuel

appeared to be coming from the top of the tank.

Upon closer inspection, we discovered that the top

breather hose between the tank and the filler had

failed.

This was good news for the owner, as it

meant a repair could be made without having to

source a new tank. When removing the old pipe,

we could see that it had failed previously and been

cut back and refitted. This time with a new pipe,

the repair should be a bit more permanent.

The leaking washer jet had allowed the corrosive washer
fluid to enter the injector plug damaging the terminals

The rear brakes on this 2003 V70 had

been making a noise for a little while.

They were working efficiently, and as the

Volvo was an automatic, the owner relied on

the parking mechanism in the gearbox, as

opposed to the hand brake.

The hand brake on this Volvo is like

most Volvo hand brakes, a completely

separate mechanism to the foot brake. It

uses a pair of dedicated brake shoes within a

drum section of the rear discs and has no

connection with the brake pads and calliper

of the foot brake.

When the motor was placed on the

brake meter, it became obvious that there

was a problem with the handbrake.

After removing the rear brake calliper

and then the brake disc, we could see that

the handbrake shoes had broken away from

the retaining springs, allowing them to fall

outwards and rub against the inside of the

disc/drum.

Although slight wear had taken place

within the drum, fitting a new pair of

retainers to the shoes and cleaning

everything up resulted in a more than

satisfactory handbrake operation.

The retaining clips had broken away,
allowing the shoes to fall out of place
and rub the inside of the drum

Citroen C3 - Common Misfire Cause

Ford Transit Connect - Failed Fuel Pipe

The hose had been refitted before and was leaking where it
connected to the fuel tank
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